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the training team

Kristina always amazes me. Her high 
energy makes me want to go back to 

the classroom and try these things with 

students. Kristina always shares ideas that 

are appropriate for all grade levels, K-12. 

Thanks for inspiring!” ~ B. Britton

Courtney did a great job keeping everyone’s 

attention! She was spunky and a ball of fire! 
All information was relevant and extremely 
useful. I can’t wait to get started in my 
classroom.” ~ J. Beaty

Kristi was a great fit for our staff. Very 

knowledgeable and approachable. Our 

staff appreciated the many ideas that are 

ready to take directly to the classroom. 

Can’t wait to have you back, Kristi!” ~ L. Shipp

www.smekenseducation.com 
Call Toll Free: (888) 376-0448

About Smekens Education

‘‘

‘

‘

‘

‘

Kristi mcCullough
Kristi’s training as a Reading 
Recovery® teacher and Literacy 
Coordinator allows her to offer 
classroom teachers practical 
ideas that are rooted in research.

Courtney gordon
Courtney taps into her own 
classroom experience as a middle 
school language arts teacher as 
she guides K-12 teachers toward 
effective instruction in reading 
and writing. 

Kristina smekens
Kristina is a highly sought after 
speaker and author who works 
with K-12 teachers sharing 
practical strategies for teaching 
writing, reading comprehension, 
and vocabulary development. 

Smekens Education Solutions, Inc. is committed to providing the best, most up-to-
date professional development in reading and writing. With the adoption 

of the Common Core State Standards by the majority of states, we have 
embraced our responsibility to ensure that the information and strategies 

we share highlight and support the national standards. 

Smekens Education Solutions, Inc. is a leading provider of staff development and 
professional resources to K-12 schools in the Midwest and beyond. Specializing in the 
areas of reading and writing, our training team is best known for showing teachers 
how to apply research-based literacy strategies in ways that are practical and effective.

For nearly a decade, Smekens Education has been supporting schools with 
customized on-site professional development and regional workshops. Now, with the 
addition of webPD (www.SmekenswebPD.com), Smekens training is accessible online 
through an ever-growing selection of professional development videos.

Our online bookstore, The Literacy Store (www.TheLiteracyStore.com), features 
thousands of titles, including professional books, children’s books, and other 
classroom resources.

Staff Development & 
profeSSional reSourceS

meeting a HigHer StanDarD

Company headquarters 
located in Warren, in

http://www.smekenseducation.com/
http://www.smekenseducation.com/
http://www.smekenseducation.com/learn-more-about-kristi.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/learn-more-about-courtney.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/learn-more-about-kristina.html
http://www.SmekenswebPD.com
http://www.TheLiteracyStore.com
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Understanding the  
Common Core expectations
Content-area teachers have been challenged 
to raise the bar on literacy instruction. This 
timely training not only helps all teachers 
understand their role in teaching reading and 
writing across the curriculum, it also provides 
universal strategies for integrating literacy 
instruction into all subject areas. 

teaching discipline-specific  
reading strategies
Teaching students to employ discipline-
specific reading strategies is an advanced 
expectation. In this training, teachers from 
grades 6-12 learn the unique and specialized 
literacy skills students need to be successful in 
each of the content areas.

varying text types and  
text complexities 
Content-area teachers should vary the text 
types and complexities they provide their 
students.  With “text” including a wide range 
of printed, visual, digital, and multimodal 
options, teachers need to take stock of their 
reading curriculum. This training equips 
teachers with strategies for supporting stu-
dents with varied texts while increasing the 
reader rigor.

Building background knowl-
edge on unfamiliar concepts
In the real world, successful readers tackle 
unfamiliar concepts with an arsenal of tools 
that go beyond the traditional pre-reading 
strategies. In this session, teachers learn strat-
egies for building background knowledge of 
complex texts without making the reading 
experience too easy. 

improving summary-writing 
skills
One way students demonstrate compre-
hension is through summary writing.  This 
training is loaded with practical strategies 
for teaching students to write strong, 
complete, and cohesive summaries about 
content-area concepts. 

supporting inferences with 
textual evidence
Returning to the text to support an idea 
or inference is an essential skill for stu-
dents whether they are in kindergarten 
or high school. This training will provide 
strategies for teaching students to move 
away from simply summarizing text 
ideas in favor of drawing conclusions 
that are anchored in the text.

incorporating argumenta-
tive writing experiences
Formulating a strong argument an-
chored in evidence from the text is an 
important expectation of the Common 
Core.  This training unveils a variety of 
strategies to write well-developed and 
purposeful argumentative responses in 
any content area.

targeting domain-specific 
and academic vocabulary
Vocabulary instruction is no longer about 
rote memorization. Through dozens of 
classroom-tested strategies, this training 
helps teachers identify their core aca-
demic terms and provide students with 
meaningful opportunities to work with 
and master those words. 

modeling of effective read-
ing and writing mini-lessons
It’s one thing to hear about delivering 
effective mini-lessons. What teachers 
really want is to see an effective mini-
lesson modeled with real students in a 
live classroom setting. With this training 
model, teachers observe as a Smekens 
Education consultant conducts a 10-15 
minute reading or writing lesson ad-
dressing a skill of the teacher’s choice. 
Following the lesson model, observing 
teachers debrief with the consultant for a 
few moments to share observations, ask 
questions, and discuss what skills would 
be taught next. NOTE: Teachers can slate 
the day’s schedule to include numerous 
lesson models conducted back-to-back in 
order to increase the quantity of lessons 
teachers can observe in one day.

Strategies for Teaching Content literacy
Hot Topics for On-site Professional Development

http://www.smekenseducation.com/strategies-for-the-content-area-teacher.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/
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leading an effective 90-minute 
reading block
Elementary teachers required to honor 90 
minutes of uninterrupted reading instruction 
each day need specific management tools to 
achieve success. This training provides strate-
gies for how to start and manage a 90-minute 
reading block that features a mix of whole-
group mini-lessons, small-group guided 
instruction, and independent literacy stations.

developing purposeful literacy 
work stations
This training shows teachers how to set 
up and implement effective literacy work 
stations. Teachers learn how to use literacy 
stations to reinforce what was presented 
during whole-class and small-group reading 
instruction.

planning & delivering small-group 
reading instruction
Planning for small-group guided reading in-
struction involves more than simply selecting 
the right text. This training for K-6 teachers 
unveils how to identify reading groups based 
on relevant data. Then teachers learn dif-
ferentiated strategies for addressing reader 
weaknesses during teacher-led small-group 
instruction.

improving reader thinking
Reading involves more than just seeing & 
saying the words on the page. Teaching 
students how to think while they read is 
sometimes an overlooked objective. In this 
training, teachers learn mini-lesson strate-
gies to target students’ inferring, analyzing, 
and interpreting skills.

increasing achievement with  
word study
Knowing how to tackle new and unfamiliar 
words equips students to be strategic readers. 
This training helps teachers abandon the 
traditional “spelling list approach” in favor 
of a model that emphasizes decoding and 
comprehending new vocabulary.

preparing and facilitating a 
close reading
When students learn how to read and 
reread a text for different purposes, 
their understanding deepens with each 
pass. This workshop provides a practical 
explanation of “close reading” and offers 
teachers practical strategies for teaching 
students to re-enter passages of text for 
a closer read.

Weaving complex texts 
across the curriculum
Navigating complex text requires care-
ful, close reading. This training equips 
teachers with meaningful ways to 
increase rigor by incorporating complex 
text into all subjects and at all grade 
levels. Teachers will learn how to select 
appropriate texts for varied subjects 
with an emphasis on high-interest texts.

delivering dynamic whole-
class comprehension lessons
Well-planned and carefully delivered 
mini–lessons allow teachers to target spe-
cific comprehension skills. In this training, 
teachers learn dozens of mini-lesson 
concepts that show how to use short 
and powerful passages of text to address 
grade-specific skills such as summariz-
ing, determining main idea, visualizing, 
questioning, making connections, and 
synthesizing.

revealing knowledge of text 
structures in nonfiction
Students are more likely to comprehend 
what they read if they can see the au-
thor’s internal organization and purpose 
for the text. This training targets instruc-
tional strategies to teach the seven dif-
ferent text-structure types found within 
all informational text.

preparing students for state 
reading assessments
In this era of high-stakes testing, it’s never 
been more important for students to 
tackle state reading assessments with 
the skills and confidence to be successful. 
This training provides teachers in grades 
3-12 with proven strategies for raising 
test scores in reading comprehension and 
constructed-response writing.

immersing students in  
reciprocal reading & writing 
units
Literacy instruction is strengthened 
when students learn how reading and 
writing are reciprocal. Planning that 
intentionally by incorporating comple-
mentary skills in both areas increases the 
likelihood of students mastering skills. 
Learn how to identify reciprocal skills 
and how to plan genre units of study 
with parallel reading and writing mini-
lessons.

Strategies for Teaching reading
Hot Topics for On-site Professional Development

http://www.smekenseducation.com/strategies-for-the-reading-teacher.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/
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launching and managing a 
writer’s workshop 
This popular in-service provides teachers with 
a road map for teaching writing during the 
first six weeks of the school year. Teachers learn 
how to start up their writer’s workshop with 
procedures for building writer independence, 
tools for managing the environment, resources 
to introduce the 6 Traits of writing, and more. 

Understanding the 6 traits of 
Writing
This session outlines the six researched ingre-
dients of all good writing— ideas, organiza-
tion, voice, word choice, sentence fluency, 
and conventions. During this training, teach-
ers see the traits come alive in student writing 
samples and are able to draw connections 
between the traits and the Common Core 
State Standards.

assessing writing in 6-traits 
classrooms
Whether teachers have used writing rubrics 
for years or never heard of the “R” word, this 
workshop reveals how to incorporate rubrics 
into the writing classroom. Teachers will learn 
how to create “kid-friendly” rubrics, revise the 
rubrics as writers grow, convert writing scores 
to grades, and use the scores to drive future 
mini-lesson instruction.

Weaving trait-based writing 
skills within various units
This training guides K-12 teachers through the 
planning of a yearlong writing curriculum that 
is anchored in the 6 Traits of Writing. Teachers 
will learn a framework for developing trait-
based units that target the significant writing 
skills per genre, while incorporating exem-
plars, assessments, and the writing process. 

teaching constructed-response 
writing skills explicitly
Students need explicit instruction on 
how to write a well-developed, text-
dependent, short-answer response. With 
these specific skills, the likelihood for 
success on state assessments skyrockets. 
This training helps cultivate constructed-
response skills by outlining a step-by-
step process for incorporating four key 
components.

achieving the argumenta-
tive writing standard
There are subtle but significant differ-
ences between opinion, persuasive, 
and argumentative writing. This train-
ing zeroes in on those differences and 
provides teachers with grade-specific 
strategies for incorporating effective 
argumentative writing activities into 
all K-12 classrooms.
 

delivering dynamic  
mini-lessons in writing
Everyone says they teach “mini-les-
sons,” but what are they really? During 
this workshop, teachers learn the four 
steps of a powerful writing mini-lesson 
and how to execute those steps within 
a 10-15 minute whole-class presenta-
tion. Beyond delivery of the lesson, 
teachers also learn how to identify 
priority writing skills to teach per 
grade level.

guiding students through 
the Writing process
This workshop reveals proven strategies 
for implementing the writing process with 
success in any grade. Teachers learn how 
to improve instruction and troubleshoot 
key writer weaknesses by addressing pre-
writing, drafting, revising, self-editing, and 
publishing while they discover the key traits 
involved with each step of the process.

preparing students for state 
writing assessments
If you want to raise test scores in writing, 
students have to “nail the prompt.” In other 
words, kids need to pull together all that 
they know about writing and apply it in 
one sitting and under the pressure of a 
ticking clock. In this powerful training, 
teachers in grades 3-12 learn what skills to 
focus on for prompt-writing assessments 
and how to target those skills using mini-
lessons throughout the year.

immersing students in  
reciprocal reading and  
writing units
Literacy instruction is strengthened when 
students learn how reading and writing 
are reciprocal. Planning that intentionally 
by incorporating complementary skills 
in both areas increases the likelihood of 
students mastering skills. Learn how to 
identify reciprocal skills and how to plan 
genre units of study with parallel reading 
and writing mini-lessons.

Strategies for Teaching Writing
Hot Topics for On-site Professional Development

http://www.smekenseducation.com/strategies-for-the-writing-teacher.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/
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Why Choose Smekens On-site Training?
Smekens Education consultants are committed to sharing ideas and 
concepts that are grounded in current educational research. But what 
makes us unique is that we spend most of our time showing teachers 
how to apply the research through practical, classroom-tested 
strategies. Our consultants are known for leaving teachers with the 
tools and motivation they need to impact instruction right away.

Customized training
Our literacy consultants start by working with administrators to nail down specific 
needs. From there, we help craft a training and implementation plan that moves the 
school or district toward achieving its school improvement goals.

Cost-effective
With on-site training from Smekens Education, schools and districts can provide 
professional development for an entire staff spending substantially less than it would 
cost to send large groups of teachers to a conference. Depending on the consultant 
and travel required, most one-day training sessions cost less than $2,000.

Classroom modeling
We understand that teachers are more likely to embrace new strategies if they can 
see them in action. That’s why we view classroom demonstrations as an essential role 
for our consultants. During our on-site visits, we welcome the opportunity to model 
concepts and strategies with real kids in “live” classrooms.

all aboard
With on-site training, all teachers learn new ideas and concepts first-hand; they share 
in the understanding and enthusiasm together. With everyone on the same page, 
speaking the same language, a staff can move ahead quickly without leaving anyone 
behind.

ongoing support
Authentic professional development can only occur with ongoing learning and 
support. Our consultants invite on-site participants to stay in contact via email. 
Teachers place great value in the free feedback they receive from our consultants on 
their questions, challenges, and celebrations as they experiment with new strategies.

Brady pulls from his experience as a teacher 
and school administrator to help match 
schools with the consultant who is 
best qualified to meet their unique 
professional development needs.

Michele supports schools and districts by helping 
to arrange both webPD and on-site professional 
development. Her mix of experiences in both 
the classroom and the business world make 
her a perfect fit for this key role.
mgearheart@smekenseducation.com brady@smekenseducation.com

Brady SmekenS
Director of Professional DevelopmentProfessional Development Specialist

michele Gearheart

‘

‘

‘

‘

‘

‘

(Courtney Gordon was) fabulous! 

I was engaged the entire time. 

(She) gave me so many new 
ideas to take back to my class 
tomorrow. This one day gave me 

more knowledge and ideas  than 

any workshop I have been to in 

27 years!” ~ A. Boggs

Very useful info I will implement 

soon. Loved the energy & 
enthusiasm. I really appreciate 

the amount of practical tools & 

the explanations that went with 

them.” ~ B. Flesh

One of the best professional 

development workshops I 

have been to in several years! 

loved the strategies that i can 
implement in my classes next 
week! Thanks for mentioning 

business & accounting subjects!” 

~ Y. Rex

http://www.smekenseducation.com/
http://www.smekenseducation.com/on-site-literacy-training.html
mailto:mgearheart%40smekenseducation.com?subject=Professional%20development%20inquiry
mailto:mgearheart%40smekenseducation.com?subject=
mailto:brady%40smekenseducation.com?subject=Professional%20development%20inquiry
mailto:brady%40smekenseducation.com?subject=
http://www.smekenseducation.com/
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Find Smekens Online

Find all this and much, much more at  
www.SmekensEducation.com.

all this and more!

ConneCt With Us

idea liBrary
Our most popular destination, the Idea Library, is full of 
hundreds of tips & tricks for K-12 teachers! All articles 
are created by Kristina Smekens and other Smekens 
consultants. You will find information broken down into 
three categories — Reading, Writing, & Content Areas.

Strategies are 
aligned to the 

Common Core 
State Standards.

Many articles include 
downloadable resources.

Some articles 
contain do-it-

yourself resources 
for the strategy 

being presented.

Kristina’s Clips

Watch Kristina’s Clips to catch Kristina 
Smekens during these short but 
powerful videos. During each segment, 
Kristina provides practical strategies for 
teaching reading or writing.

Interested in attending one of Smekens 
regional workshops? Find information and 
register on our Upcoming Workshops page.

register for WorKshops

Big ideas neWsletter
Teachers can access Smekens Education strategies right away with a 
free subscription to our Big Ideas! newsletter. Published monthly by lead 
consultant Kristina Smekens, this free resource includes articles and 
videos loaded with ready-to-use strategies for teaching reading and 
writing. Whether searching for kindergarten, AP English, or content-area 
ideas, all K-12 teachers will find practical ways to support students in 
literacy skills and standards.

Along with Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and YouTube, teachers can also 
connect with Smekens on Teachers Pay Teachers. There you’ll find dozens 
of products for sale as well as many free products available for download. 
(The popular Trait Mate—20 ready-to-go mini-lessons— is our best seller!) 

Whether seeking new instruction and assessment ideas, investigating 
tools to support your teaching, or searching for upcoming workshops, 
the Smekens Education website was built with teachers in mind.  
Updated continuously, the site offers teachers an abundance of 
relevant information for all things Smekens.

www.SmekensEducation.com
Smekens Education

http://www.smekenseducation.com/
http://www.pinterest.com/smekens/
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Smekens-Education
https://www.youtube.com/user/SmekensEducation
https://twitter.com/SmekensEd
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Smekens-Education-Solutions-Inc/132762813413761
http://www.smekenseducation.com/idea-library-reading-writing.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/kristinas-clips.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/upcoming-workshops.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/newsletter.html
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Smekens-Education
http://www.smekenseducation.com/
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a sampling of available pd videos

Online Professional Development

‘

‘

‘

‘

webpd was fantastic.  [The PD video] 

was as engaging and energetic as 

attending a live session.  We were able to 

pause and stop to discuss. What is better 

than having Kristina smekens live in 
your school? Our faculty walked away 

ready to implement.  The strategies 

taught resonated with all subject matters.  

affordable, easy, engaging, and most 
of all...poWerfUl! Thank you!”  

~ J. Samuels

My staff and I enjoy the useful tools and ideas that can be applied 

in the classroom. Also, Kristina’s energy and fun attitude make 

the lesson engaging and interesting.” ~ M. Vandermark

With on-demand videos available from webPD, schools have a cost-
effective and convenient way to offer ongoing, job-embedded training 
from Smekens Education. Led by Smekens literacy consultants, each 
pre-recorded video seminar delivers classroom-tested strategies in an 
entertaining and fast-paced format. 

www.SmekenswebPD.com
webpd

NOTE: The team at Smekens is working year-round to add new videos to webPD!
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The best way to see the power of webPD is to watch 
an actual video! Contact Professional Development 
Specialist Audrey Trout today to set up your own 
complimentary preview or to inquire about our 
customized video bundles, district pricing, and more. 

atrout@smekenseducation.com

recognizing the six traits (Grades K-2; 3-5; 6-12)

rolling out the trait language (Grades K-1; 2-5; 6-12)

Building Kid-friendly Writing rubrics (Grades PK-1; 2-12)

literacy stations for elementary Classrooms (Grades K-5)

introducing Comprehension strategies to students (Grades K-12)

leading an effective reading Block (Grades K-5)

strategies for teaching vocabulary (Grades K-12)

@
If you would like to be notified when new videos are added, simply drop 
Professional Development Specialist Audrey Trout an email at  
atrout@smekenseducation.com.

NEw vidEO iNvENTOry

TakE a TEST drivE!

http://www.SmekenswebPD.com
http://smekenswebpd.com/about-us.html
http://smekenswebpd.com/about-us.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/
http://www.SmekenswebPD.com
http://smekenswebpd.com/about-us.html
http://smekenswebpd.com/about-us.html
mailto:atrout%40smekenseducation.com?subject=Free%20webPD%20preview
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=ca7d1ceb00d487ba05b8f5b0405d0cd4&cid=e2a7e788f902ad3c705f9d774abf19cb
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=d2b413866685d2ae759c1c0b4889adf7&cid=e2a7e788f902ad3c705f9d774abf19cb
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=fe1a2b90513450e63bccb0ef868cc5c4&cid=e2a7e788f902ad3c705f9d774abf19cb
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=a5cce38841f6caa749eac90445eccacd&cid=e2a7e788f902ad3c705f9d774abf19cb
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=28799da28557b6a1a34d36db07171ed0&cid=e2a7e788f902ad3c705f9d774abf19cb
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=bc053bc62080f232c680c94bfef87dc7&cid=e2a7e788f902ad3c705f9d774abf19cb
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=0d3d4d41369eda8179d5eeddc5763c72&cid=e2a7e788f902ad3c705f9d774abf19cb
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=54b34d54791155752ac4dfd7502bd3a9&cid=e2a7e788f902ad3c705f9d774abf19cb
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=91096591286f89ac53e57fdf284f681b&cid=d73ab267673ed2e3e70f56a1b2ff54ca
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=3a1b8fb84c15f959267b8d5b59a4dad6&cid=d73ab267673ed2e3e70f56a1b2ff54ca
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=80ee9f98cab5b6aa06b46c07361e1957&cid=d73ab267673ed2e3e70f56a1b2ff54ca
http://www.smekenswebpd.com/webtv.php?cmd=lp&vid=16b3f2a0ed0bcbc10f938fb25f200a82&cid=bbe674150d0e49c16a3ef0a59616fb08
mailto:atrout%40smekenseducation.com?subject=New%20webPD%20video%20inventory
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Regional workshops

‘

‘

‘

‘

There are so many things I am taking with 

me to use right away! It is great to listen to 

a presenter who actually has classroom 
experience because she validates what 

we do in the classroom! i’m excited to get 
started!” ~ C. Frawley

As a first year intermediate teacher 

(I’ve taught 16 years all of which were 

primary), i am blown away by all that 
i’m walking away with from this 
workshop.” ~ B. Locke

Smekens Education offers a variety of one-day and multiple-day workshops 
at locations throughout Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio. Focusing on K-12 literacy 
topics, each workshop allows participants to also earn graduate credit from 

Madonna University. Here’s a list of recurring annual workshops.

Attend a teacher workshop near you

six traits of effective Writing (September)
This two-day workshop focuses on introducing 
and utilizing the Six Traits of writing for 
everyday literacy instruction. Both days 
provide practical strategies for incorporating 
the language of the Six Traits into mini-lessons, 
writing assignments, and assessment. 

Close reading & Writing about reading 
(October)
During this workshop for K-12 teachers, you’ll 
learn age-appropriate ways to lead your 
students through the close-reading process 
as they determine key ideas, question craft 
and structure, and integrate ideas across 
texts. You will also examine strategies to lead 
close-reading experiences in whole-class and 
small-group settings using both literature 
and informational texts.

strategies for teaching reading with small-group instruction (October)
In this powerful one-day workshop, teachers learn how to plan and conduct 
differentiated small-group reading sessions that result in improved student 
achievement. During the workshop, the consultant shows teachers how to 
support students at their developmental level, how to engage students in 
authentic text, and how to provide students with targeted lessons to increase 
their comprehension in both literature and informational texts. 

the literacy retreat (June)
The Literacy Retreat has become known as 
the “shot in the arm” K-12 teachers crave to 
strengthen their own instruction in reading and 
writing. Over the course of two days, attendees 
collect brand new strategies for teaching reading 
and writing during eight distinct sessions. 

dynamic mini-lessons (April)
A two-day workshop which provides teachers with a framework for whole-class 
mini-lessons for both reading and writing instruction. With more time constraints 
and requirements for educators, learning how to present powerful instruction in 
a mini-lesson format is essential.  

Back-to-school literacy Conference (July)
The Back-to-School Literacy Conference offers 
four dynamic one-day workshops focusing on 
strategies for kicking off your instruction in 
reading and writing. Come for all four, or pick 
the one, two, or three days that best fit your 
needs. 

http://www.smekenseducation.com/upcoming-workshops.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/
http://www.smekenseducation.com/upcoming-workshops.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/six-traits-of-writing.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/planning-and-facilitating-a-close-reading-workshop.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/small-group-reading.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/literacy-retreat.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/dynamic-mini-lessons-workshops.html
http://www.smekenseducation.com/back-to-school.html
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Smekens-Education-Solutions-Inc/132762813413761?sk=photos_albums
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Resources & More Bookstore

You’ll find thousands of titles from all the 
major publishers, including Scholastic, 
Capstone, Edupress, Shell, and many more.

We can never love too many books! From 
wordless books to picture books to chapter 
books to graphic novels, you can find them all 
at The Literacy Store.

Created and published by Smekens Education, these resources tie closely with our 
research-based strategies. You can’t find them anywhere else! Our collection is full of 
literacy resources such as books, lesson packs, strategy cards, bookmarks, posters, and 
more. Here’s a sampling of our best sellers:

One-stop shopping for “all things literacy.” That’s our goal 
at The Literacy Store, where educators can purchase books 
and resources from thousands of publishers, both big and 
small. Whether you’re looking for professional books, picture 
books, classroom games, or other tools for the classroom, 
The Literacy Store’s huge selection offers many options.

www.TheLiteracyStore.com
The Literacy Store

smeKens originals

BooKs
Who doesn’t love 
a great bargain? 
Sign up to receive 
email coupons and 
discounts from The 
Literacy Store at www.
TheLiteracyStore.com!

literaCy store deals! professional resoUrCes

Comprehension voice signs
Use these signs to help 
introduce your students to 
the three reader “voices” in 
their heads.

CCss reading standards 
foldout
The CCSS foldout allows you 
to see the big picture and 
how reading skills build on 
one another throughout the 
progression of grades.

Connecting Comprehension 
& Composition
Maximize literacy instruction 
with an intentional integration 
of reading and writing skills.

Close-reading Questions 
foldouts 
Broken into the three phases 
of close reading, the Close-
Reading Questions foldouts 
allow teachers to select the most 
relevant questions for each text. 

yes, ma’am poster 
Provide students a visual 
reminder for constructed-
response writing. Students 
follow the formula to build a 
successful written response.

launching the Writer’s 
Workshop (Grades K-2 & 3-12)
This resource targets the heart 
of what every teacher wants 
for the initial weeks of school.

http://www.smekenseducation.com/
http://www.TheLiteracyStore.com
http://www.TheLiteracyStore.com
http://www.TheLiteracyStore.com
http://www.theliteracystore.com/WSWrapper.jsp?mypage=subscribe.htm
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/comprehension-voice-signs---5420228712908029695.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/ccss-foldout---4450665175867031295.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/connect-comprehension---composi---5764370953186410239.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/comprehension-voice-signs---5420228712908029695.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/close-reading-questions-set---2269444121007587071.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/yes--ma'am-poster---3638054745010175743.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/launching-writers-workshop--k---1553045063871856383.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/launching-writers-workshop--3---8418129117924392703.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/launching-writer's-workshop--3---8418129117924392703.jsp
http://www.theliteracystore.com/SPD/launching-writers-workshop--k---1553045063871856383.jsp

